A Metropolitan Vision for Europe 2050

Resilient urban and rural transformation for a climate neutral future

online event (Zoom)
21.01.2022
9:00 - 11:00

AGENDA

working language: EN
moderator: Henk Bouwman, Secretary General of METREX

9:00 Welcome and Introduction

- Jakub Mazur, METREX President
- Fabienne Keller, Vice-President of the URBAN Intergroup

09:15 Recap from the EU Week of Regions Session

- Henk Bouwman, Secretary General of METREX
- Anni Sinnemäki, Deputy Mayor, Helsinki (video address)
- Thomas Kiwitt, Verband Region Stuttgart

09:40 Key points for a Metropolitan Vision

- Łukasz Medeksza, Wrocław, board member METREX
- Xavier Tiana, EMA (European Metropolitan Authorities), Head of Int. Relations, Area Metropolitana de Barcelona

10:00 Discussion

With Members of METREX and Members of European Parliament

Presentation of possible steps by Filipe Ferriera, Metropolitan Executive Secretary Lisbon

10:50 Conclusions

- Jan Olbrycht, President of the URBAN Intergroup

Follow
@JanOlbrycht @fabienne_keller @METREXnow

Comment
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urban-intergroup.eu